Are you a good
businessperson?

English
Pedagogical Module 5

Curricular Threads: Communication and Cultural Awareness,
Oral Communication, Reading, Writing, Language Through the Arts
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A Boy and a Bank

Bartselana takes money or recyclables, like plastic
bottles. The bank gives each child credit for their
recyclables. Credit is like money in their account.
At Banco del Estudiante Bartselana, children learn
to save money and help the environment.

José Adolfo Quisocala lives in Arequipa, Peru.
When he was seven, he saw many children working.
The children worked instead of going to school.
They worked to get money for their families.
Quisocala wanted to help these children save
money for the future and pay for school. So,
when he was 11 years old, he started a bank for
children called Banco del Estudiante Bartselana.

When Banco del Estudiante Bartselana started,
it had 20 customers. Today, it has more than 2,000
customers between 10 and 18 years old. Quisocala
says, “Children are the hope for tomorrow.”
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Quisocala’s bank is different from other banks.
Most banks only take money. Banco del Estudiante

Adapted from: English Discoveries (n.d.). Retrieved from https://bit.ly/2F8gC7p

In pairs, discuss the following questions.
•
•
•
•

How important is money for you?
How much money do you usually spend in a week?
Where do you get money from?
Do you have a bank account?
1

Lesson A

Communication and Cultural Awareness

Value: Solidarity

Do you know a business that helps others?

Discuss the following questions with a partner:

Freepik

• Use a dictionary to help you find the meaning
of social responsibility initiative. Do you know
any company that has developed social
responsibility initiatives?

Wikipedia - Tony Webster

• Are all businesses created only to make money?

Fre
ep

ik

Bombas comes from the Latin word for bumblebee,
which is a type of bee. Bees work together to make
their world a better place. They’re small, but their
combined actions have a big impact on the world.
The company Bombas works like that. That’s why
their mantra is bee better. They put this mantra on each
Bombas clothing item to remind people that little
improvements can add up to make a big difference.

Business Giving Back
to the Community

Get in groups of four students.

The founders of Bombas wanted to create
a company to solve one of the biggest problems
homeless people have — a need for socks. One of
the founders, David Heath, learned that socks are
the most wanted item at homeless shelters, but the
least donated. At first, Heath just bought socks and
gave them to homeless people in New York City.
But he quickly realized that this wasn’t enough.
“I encountered a homeless person in the street. I told
him, ‘Hey, I don’t have any money, but I have a pair
of socks for you,’” Heath recalled.

You learned about the bank Banco del Estudiante
Bartselana and the company Bombas. Read both
articles again and follow the instructions to fill in
the Venn diagram.
• Write down 1 element the bank and the company
have in common.
• Write down 3 elements that are different for the
bank and for the company.

Bombas

Heath realized there was a bigger opportunity
here. He got together with his friend Randy
Goldberg and created a company that followed the
“buy-one, give-one” model. This model means that
for each pair of socks a customer buys, a pair of socks
is donated to a homeless person.

Banco del
Estudiante

Adapted from: They wanted to give the homeless socks. So they started this company. (n.d.).
Retrieved from https://bit.ly/35aaOVy
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“He said, ‘This is exactly what I needed. How did
you know?’” Heath remembers noticing that instead
of socks, the man had a piece of cloth in one foot and
a plastic bag in the other. “Seeing that — how hard
the situation was and how a pair of socks could help
— I’ll never forget it,” he said.

Oral Communication
Social Studies
Do you know of any important contributions that kids have made?

The Green Bank for Kids – Created by a Kid!
Grammar Note
Discuss the following questions in groups.

Possessive Adjectives and Pronouns

•
•
•
•

Possessive adjectives and possessive pronouns
are used to show ownership. Possessive
adjectives are used before a noun, while
possessive pronouns are used alone to avoid
repeating the noun.

What is a bank?
How can you save money?
Can children be clients at a bank?
What do you think a green bank is?

this is my backpack

this backpack is mine

this is your dog

this dog is yours

that is his/her house

that house is his/hers

these are our books

these books are ours

that is their car		

that car is theirs

Free
p

ik

Listen to an interview with José Adolfo Quisocala,
the first child who founded a bank in Arequipa, Peru.

Freepik

Who would say the following statements? Mark
each of them with J for José Alfonso or I for the
interviewer.
• My idea helps children save their
money while helping the planet.
• I talk to different entrepreneurs
in my radio studio.

Discuss the following questions in groups
of 3-4 students.

• Our radio show has a special
guest tonight.

• Do you know any kids who have to work
instead of study?
• Why is it important to go to school?
• Why is it important to save money?
• How does having a bank like Banco del
Estudiante Bartselana help the community?
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• In my country, I noticed that many kids
worked instead of going to school.
• I saw my friends spend their money
on sweets and toys instead of saving it.
• I like to share inspiring stories in my
radio show.
3

Reading
Would you like to be a business owner?

A Business Plan
In this section, you are going to learn how to create
a business! To do this, it is very important to have
a business plan. A business plan outlines the goals
of the future business and how to achieve them.
It should include:

1. Who are you? What is the name of your
business? Who will buy your products/services?
2. What is your product or service?
What are your goals for your business?

Business description
Small business market analysis
Organization and management
Service or product
Marketing

3. Where is your business located?
4. When will your business be open? When will
you implement your business plan and see
results?

What Is a Business Description?

5. Why would potential customers want to buy
from you? Explain why you are different from
the competition. What makes your business
unique/original?

A business description provides an overview
of the main aspects of your business, like what you
do and what makes your business original.

6. How? What is the structure of your business?
Explain why you chose this structure.

Premium Organic Dark Chocolate
Pacari Chocolate is a business managed by
Santiago Peralta and Carla Barbotó. Their office
is located in Quito, Ecuador. Pacari is dedicated
to making the highest quality organic chocolate
from Ecuador. Since 2002, they have worked with
cacao growers to create a fine, gourmet chocolate.
An essential ingredient is involved in the entire
process—from working directly with the farmers
to designing the packaging. Pacari continues to
seek innovative ways to bring out the best in the
fine flavor of Ecuadorian (Arriba Nacional) cacao.
The company has various products: from the Raw
chocolate line, to the latest collection of chocolate
with flavors from the Andes. The business hopes
to have sales of $60,000 by the end of this year and
$95,000 by the end of three years.

Adapted from: How to Write a Company Description for a Business Plan: 5 W’s.
(2019, November 06). Retrieved from https://bit.ly/328eoOa

Answer the following questions.
• Who created Pacari?

• What is the product sold by Pacari?

• What is Pacari’s goal for this year?

• Where is Pacari located?

Adapted from: Premium Organic Dark Chocolate from Ecuador: Pacari Chocolate.
(n.d.). Retrieved from https://pacarichocolate.us/

• Why is Pacari’s product special?

Wikipedia / Pacari Chocolates

Vocabulary
seek. to look for
implement. to put into practice

4
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•
•
•
•
•

The Six Elements of a Business Description

Writing
What are the steps to creating your own business?

Now it’s your turn to create a business! Think of different problems
in your community, and how you can create a business to help. Use
José Adolfo Quisocala’s story as inspiration.
To work on this project, you need to form a permanent Business
Group (BG) with four of your classmates. By the end of Module 5, you
will write a small and simple business plan.

With your Business Group (5 students), summarize your business
idea in 3 lines. As a group, you need to agree on what activity you
want to work on for your potential business.

Start building your own business with your permanent Business Group
(5 students). Complete the six elements of your business description in
the chart. Remember that you can find information for these elements
on page 4.
Elements of your Business Description
Who?

Tip

Here are some business ideas
for teenagers:
• Language/academic private
tutors for younger students
• Errand runner
• Computer tutor
• Kids’ or seniors’ taxi service
• Music lessons
• Post-construction clean up
• Babysitter
• Holiday decorator
• Dog walker
• Garden planting and
maintenance

Vocabulary
errands. things you have to do
during the day, like go to the
store, put gas in your car, etc.
maintenance. keeping
something clean
or working well
feedback. opinions from
others about something you
have created

What?

Where?

When?

pik

How?

Fre
e
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Why?

Share your description with other groups and get their feedback.
5

Language Through the Arts
Would you like to work in the entertainment industry? Why or why not?

The Entertainment Industry

Freepik

Many people may think that art and business are opposites—but this
is not true! The entertainment industry, which has grown a lot in the
past century, combines artistic work with business in an inspiring way.
The entertainment industry includes any business that makes money
by providing people with something interesting to do or to watch.
It creates vibrant and exciting experiences for the community. Here are
some examples of the entertainment industry:
Film
The production and distribution of movies and animations.

Freepik

Music
The production and performance of music and related media
(such as music videos).
Media
Entertainment and communication of information.
This includes film, music, television, radio and social media.
Sports
Spectator sports and related media.
Attractions
Theme parks, amusement parks, water parks, zoos, among others.

Freepik

Museums
Cultural attractions such as art, history, and science museums.
Cultural Events
Events such as festivals, parades, and conventions.

Video Games
The development, marketing, and delivery of video games and other
digital experiences.
Night Economy
Nighttime activities such as karaoke and dance clubs.

In groups of 4-5 students, prepare a presentation about the examples
of the entertainment industry mentioned on this page. Each student
should find information about 2 of the examples, including information
from that industry in Ecuador. Don’t forget to add pictures and
mention real places and names.

6
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Freepik

Freepik

Performance Art
Theater, concerts, dance performances, circuses, comedy and magic
shows, etc.

Oral Communication
Are you polite on the phone?

Telephone Language

Match each intention on the left with the
corresponding expression on the right.
Intention
a. Ask to speak
to someone
b. Ask the caller
to call again at
another time
c. Say who you are
when you make
a phone call
d. Tell someone the
reason you are
calling
e. Ask a caller to
wait (formal)
f. Ask a friend to
wait (informal)
g. Ask for another
person’s phone
number
h. Ask a caller what
he/she wants

When talking on the phone, there is a caller and
a receiver of the call.

Telephone Language
Expression

Caller: the person who calls.
Receiver: the person who answers the phone.

Can you give
me her phone
number?
Hang on
a minute.

Listen to the conversations again. Here are some
of the things the participants of the calls did. Write
down the expressions they use.

This is Juan.

Conversation 1

Can you call
back tomorrow?

a.

This is George.

May I speak
to Mr. Pérez?
I am calling to
ask you for help.
One moment
please.
How can I
help you?

b.

Tell someone the reason why you are calling.

c.

Ask for another person’s telephone number.

Conversation 2

You are going to listen to two telephone conversations.
Decide which one is a conversation between friends
and which one is a business conversation.

a.

Ask for the caller’s name.

b.

Ask a caller to wait.

c.

Ask a caller what he/she wants.

Freepik

With a classmate, pretend you (Student A) forgot
your homework at home and you call your house
to see if someone can bring it to school. Use at
least 5 telephone language expressions.

Freepik

Business
conversation: 		

Friends
conversation:

Freepik
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Say who you are when you make a phone call.

7

Lesson B

Communication and Cultural Awareness
Is there a connection between culture and business?

In groups of 4-5 students, discuss the following
questions.
• Do you think businesses work the same in
different countries? Why or why not? What
cultural differences can affect businesses?
MinTur

• When doing business, it is very important
to consider cultural aspects. For example, here
are some recommendations a North American
business woman offers foreigners who want
to do business with Ecuadorian partners.

Understanding Ecuadorian
Business
Freepik

When doing business in Ecuador, you should
consider these three essential elements:
Meeting Etiquette
• Ecuadorians are more formal in their business
deals than many other cultures.
• They shake hands when meeting someone and
also when leaving.
• They like to maintain eye contact when
greeting people.

Using the telephone language expressions
learned on page 7 and the business etiquette
advice from this page, pretend you and a partner
want to make a business deal to export flowers
from Ecuador to the USA. Student A is a North
American businessperson and Student B is an
Ecuadorian businessperson. Create a dialogue
with 7 lines per person.

The Ecuadorian Communication Style
• Ecuadorians are known for being warm and polite.
• They need information in order to make up their
minds about someone.
• They are indirect communicators who speak
with courtesy.
• They are non-confrontational and don’t like
to say “no.”
• They are also optimistic and have a positive
outlook on life. They try to make the best
of any situation.

pik

e
Fre

Freepik

• Ecuadorians like to use funny phrases to break
the ice.
• They also believe promises are very important.
Never offer to do something you can’t do.
Adapted from: Resources. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://bit.ly/33abF5Q

8
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Business Meetings

Oral Communication
Which Ecuadorian food do you like the most?

Ecuadorian Cuisine
Grammar Note

We can use the as... as structure in a positive
form to show that things are the same, and in a
negative form (with not) to show that things are
not the same.

In pairs, discuss what you see in these pictures.
What are these dishes? Have you ever tried them?
Which one is the best?

Adjectives
My work is not as good as yours. (= Your work is
better than mine.)
Freepik

Freepik

Adverbs
I can dance as well as you can. (= My ability to
dance is the same as yours.)
Quantity
The school has as many Ecuadorian students as
foreign students. (= The numbers of Ecuadorian
and foreign students is the same.)

Listen to the conversation between Paula and Sally
and answer the following questions:
1. Who started a new business?
a. Paula
b. Pablo
c. Sally
2. Paula’s favorite ceviches are from…
a. Manabí
b. Guayas
c. Esmeraldas
3. Sally’s favorite black shell ceviches are from…
a. Esmeraldas
b. Los Ríos
c. El Oro

ik
Freep
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4. Where is Pablo from?
a. Manabí
b. Esmeraldas
c. Los Ríos

Watch your pronunciation!

The sounds of diphthongs /aʊ/ - /əʊ/
These two diphthongs are really close, but
saying one instead of the other can produce a
different word! For example, look at these pairs
of words:

In small groups, discuss where the best encebollado,
fritada, ceviche, and hornado are made. Can you
think of any other Ecuadorian foods that are better
in certain places?

/aʊ/ vs. /əʊ/: clown - clone; couch - coach;
drown - drone; found - phoned; loud - load;
noun - known; now - know/no; town - tone.

Example: Encebollado from Guayaquil is not as good
as encebollado from Portoviejo.
9

Language Through the Arts
Art
Do you know what surrealism is?

Salvador Dalí
Who Was Salvador Dalí?

Wikipedia / Roger Higgins

Salvador Dalí was an artist born on May 11, 1904,
in Figueres, Spain. From an early age, Dalí was
encouraged to practice his art. In 1922, he started
studying art in an academy in Madrid. In 1926, Dalí
went to Paris and began interacting with artists
such as Picasso, Magritte, and Miró. They belonged
to the Surrealist movement, and this inspired Dalí
to start making surrealist paintings too. However,
Dalí supported Spain’s dictator at that time,
Francisco Franco, so he was expulsed from the
Surrealist movement—but this didn’t stop him
from painting. Dalí died in Figueres in 1989. The
artist is perhaps best known for his 1931 painting
The Persistence of Memory, which shows melting
clocks in a landscape setting.

Discuss the following questions with
your classmates.
• What do you see here?
• Why do you think the author painted this?
• Do you like it? Why? Why not?

Vocabulary
expulsed. removed forcefully

Ask your teacher to check your work and then read
it out loud to your classmates.

melting. the process of becoming liquid by heat
10
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Wikipedia / Lanoel

Describe what you see here in 50-60 words. Be as
precise as possible; include all the colors, shapes,
and objects.

Oral Communication
What cities have you visited?

Life in Different Cities
Grammar Note
Discuss these questions with a partner:

Inequality with not as…as:

• What are some things that may be different
in different cities?

Adjectives

• Do you think it is hard to get used to a new
city/town?

We can show that two things are not equal
using not + as + adjective + as

• Would you like to live in a different city/town
someday? Why or why not?

Quito is not as populated as New York.
(= Quito is less populated than New York)
Verb + adverb
We can compare two actions using
not + verb + as + adverb + as

Now, listen to an artist named Alex talking about
his life in two cities, Quito and New York. Mark the
following statements as True (T) or False (F).
1. New York and Quito have a similar
number of people.

T

F

I do not sing as well as I act.
(= I act better than I sing.)

2. The orchestra has been famous
for 2 years.

T

F

Quantity

3. The orchestra plays many different
types of music.

T

F

We can compare two quantities using
not + as + much/many + as

4. Many people donate money 		
to the orchestra.

T

F

5. Members of the group dream
of a better future.

T

F

Quito doesn’t have as many restaurants as
New York. (= New York has more restaurants
than Quito.)

Discuss these questions in groups of 4-5 students.
• Have you ever visited another city/town that
was very different from your city/town?

José Valencia

• What do you like about your city/town? What
would you like to be different?

Compare the pairs of words below with a partner.
How are they similar? How are they different?
• Guayaquil – Quito
• the Amazon – the Coast

• a bicycle – a car
José Valencia

Non-Commercial Licence

• a building – a house
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Reading
What type of business would be successful in your community?

A Market Analysis
At the end of this module, you will write a business plan. You have
already written your business description, which means that your group
already has a business idea. Now, the second part of your business plan
is to learn what a market analysis is.
What Is a Market Analysis?
A market analysis is the process of collecting information about
a market in an industry. You can predict how many people will be
interested in your product/service, how much money they will want
to pay, etc. A market analysis can allow you to know if your business is
a good idea or not.
The market analysis can give you this information:
Who are the potential customers?

•

What are the customers’ shopping and buying habits?

•

How large is the market for this business?

•

How much will the potential customers pay?

customer. client

•

What competitors will the business have?

competitor. a person who
competes with another in
sports, business, etc.; a rival

•

What are the competitors’ strengths and weaknesses?

Freepik

•

Vocabulary

strength. something that you
are good at
weakness. something you are
bad at; defect
startup. a new business

A market analysis can help a startup. Analyzing markets can reduce
risks because you can better understand your customers and market
conditions. It also helps you clarify what makes you different from the
competition. That way, you know what makes you innovative. Or, you
know what you need to do to set yourself apart.
Adapted from: Conducting a Market Analysis for Your Small Business. (2019, September 09).
Retrieved from https://bit.ly/324mreM

Answer the following questions with a partner.

Freepik

1. What’s a market analysis?

Non-Commercial Licence

2. Why do you need to do a market analysis?
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Writing
What business opportunities do you see in your community?

SWOT Analysis in Business
Before writing, we are going to learn about an important tool used
in market analysis. This tool is summarized in the SWOT abbreviation.
This abbreviation stands for:
Strengths: What is your group really good at? What do you offer
people that others can’t or don’t offer?
Weaknesses: What are some things that your group is not very good
at, that others do much better?
Opportunities: What are some areas that your group can do well in?
Threats: What are some external factors—competitors, economic
conditions, etc.—that could make it more difficult for your group
to succeed?
Adapted from: 5 SWOT Analysis Examples For Beginners. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://bit.ly/3374E5L

Together with your permanent business group, complete the following
chart with the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats for
your business:
Weaknesses (negative things
about your business)

Opportunities (future
possibilities for your business)

Threats (things that can
negatively affect your business)

Non-Commercial Licence

Freepik

Strengths (good things about
your business)

Now, present your business SWOT chart to your class and teacher.
Talk about ways to improve each group’s SWOT.
13

Assessment

Achievement Level - Writing
Individual activity

Write a short paragraph (60-70 words) comparing three different companies
and their products or services.

José Valencia

1

Achievement Level - Reading
Individual activity

Read about a flower company called Rosaprima and answer the questions that follow.
Rosaprima roses are a perfect example of beauty and elegance. The company
wants to grow the world’s most luxurious roses. Since the company’s
birth in 1995, their values have stayed the same: they think roses have an
important place in life’s most precious moments. Rosaprima has more than
1,200 farm employees worldwide, who have set a new standard for roses.
The Rosaprima brand has become synonymous with luxury and quality, and
has gained recognition in many countries. They mostly sell their roses to
Europe. Rosaprima’s rose plantations are in the region of Guachalá, in the
Andes Mountains of Ecuador.
Who are they? What is the name of the business?
What is their product or service?
Where is the business located?
Why do customers want to buy from this company?
Non-Commercial Licence

2

When did the business start?

14

Are you a good businessperson?
Achievement Level - Speaking
Group activity

Freepik

Freepik

Freepik

Work in pairs. Pretend one of you (Student A) is a customer from Spain who
calls Rosaprima, and the other one (Student B) is a businessperson who works at
Rosaprima in Ecuador. Talk about the business, the prices, etc. Use the telephone
language expressions from page 7.

Freepik

3

I’m completing this self-evaluation based on what I learned in the module.
Self-evaluation

I check (√) the box that most applies to me

Non-Commercial Licence

Topics

I do it very well

Use vocabulary related to business
Use telephone language expressions
Make comparisons using (not) as…as

15

I do it
somewhat well

I can improve

I can’t do it
without help

Project 1
Business Plan - Part I
In this module, you have been working with your business group to start
creating a business. Now is the moment to put together the different parts
you have written and create the first part of your business plan.
Step 1
Write your business idea:

Step 2
Write your business description. You can find information for this on pages
4 and 5.
Elements of your Business Description
Who?

Freepik

What?
Where?
When?
Why?
How?
Step 3

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Freepik

Strengths

Step 4
Create a poster or PowerPoint presentation with the information about
your business. Finally, present your business to the class!
16
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Write your strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT).
You can find information for this on page 13.

Let's Review
Vocabulary
1

Read the clues below to complete the crossword puzzle.

2

Across

3

4
5

7. A person who starts a business.
8. A person who competes with someone else in
sports, business, etc.; a rival.

6
7

Down
1. A new business.
2. An overview of the main aspects about your
business, like what you do and what makes your
business original.
8
3. A client.
4. Something you are good at.
5. The process of collecting information about a
market in an industry.
6. Something you are bad at; a defect.

Grammar

Speaking

Look at the pictures and write a sentence comparing the
two objects. Use (not) as...as and adjectives or adverbs.

Work in pairs. Using the telephone language
expressions from page 7, and the business etiquette
from page 8, pretend you want to start a business
exporting chocolate from Ecuador to the United
States. Student A can be a businessperson from
Ecuador and Student B can be a businessperson from
the United States. Discuss products, prices, dates, etc.

1.
2.
3.

17

Freepik

6.

J. Valencia
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5.

Freepik

4.

Lesson C

Communication and Cultural Awareness
Have you ever tried vegetable chips?

Kiwa: a Business to Believe In
Kiwa is the name of a company that makes high
quality chips from healthy ingredients to create a
fascinating flavor experience. Kiwa chips are made
using natural ingredients harvested by low-income
farmers from the Pacific Coast to the Andean
regions of Ecuador and Peru. Most of their raw
materials, including native Andean potatoes, come
from South America.

Read the text about Kiwa and answer the
following questions.
1. What is Kiwa?

2. What is the product they sell?

Martín Acosta and his wife Natalie started this
project in Ecuador on May 15th, 2008. They wanted
to develop a business that made a difference for the
people of Ecuador. They say, “We wanted to create
something we could believe in.”

3. Where is the business located?

At first, Martín and Natalie only had basic
machinery to produce plantain chips, and their
company only had five employees. Then, on
December 2009, they launched Kiwa’s first product:
the Kiwa Vegetable Chips Mix, which is still their
best-selling item.

4. When did the business start?

Read the text about Rafael, a Kiwa farmer, and
answer the questions with True (T) or False (F).
Correct the false statements.

Today, Kiwa is recognized around the world
for their premium vegetable chips and its products
are sold in over twenty countries. They are proud
to work directly with farmers in eight of Ecuador’s
provinces and in northern regions of Peru.
Rafael Medina, a Kiwa Farmer
Rafael’s fields are located 3,400 meters (11,150
feet) above sea level, very close to the Chimborazo
volcano. He is both an entrepreneur and an
innovative farmer. Rafael has several children and
grandchildren, and he teaches them the techniques
he uses for growing the native Andean potato. Rafael
also holds the record for the most potato production
in his area.

1. The fields he harvests are close
to the Chimborazo.

T

F

2. He is not a business man and
a farmer.

T

F

3. He does not teach his children
how to grow potatoes.

T

F

Vocabulary
fascinating. something that is very interesting
or appealing
low-income farmer. a poor person who
cultivates land
machinery. machines used for a particular kind
of job or purpose

Adapted from: Kiwa Life. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.kiwalife.com/

premium. something that is of a high quality
Kiwalife.com

entrepreneur. someone who starts a business
innovative. to have new ideas about how
something can be done
18
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employee. a worker who is hired to perform a job

Oral Communication
How do you usually spend your money?

Managing a Budget: Spending, Saving, Giving

Paulo has earned $60 by doing small jobs for his
family and neighbors. Now, he needs your help
to decide how to use his money. Check “Yes” or
“No” for each item on Paulo’s list. For some items,
you can decide how much Paulo should spend.
Remember, the total amount of money must be
$60, not more, not less.

Discuss the following statements with a partner.
Say if you agree or disagree with these statements
and why.
• Money can only be used in three ways: to spend,
to save, and to give (also known as charity).
• Money can be spent on things that we need
or on things that we want but don’t really need.

Paulo’s List

• A budget is a plan we make to use money wisely.
A budget helps us make sure that we have
enough money to pay for the things we need

a. The dog and cat shelter needs food for the
animals. Should Paulo give money to the shelter?
Yes (How much? $

T

F

2. Paulo’s permanent job is to help
people with their gardens.

T

F

3. Paulo has made $16 in total.

T

F

4. Paulo’s mom will help him make
a budget to manage his money.

T

F

Yes

No

c. Paulo lost his watch. A new watch costs $25.
Should he buy one?
Yes

No

d. Paulo’s family is going on vacation to Manabí this
summer, and he wants to save money to use it
on the trip. His parents said they would give him
an extra dollar for every dollar he saves. Should
he save some of his money?
Yes (How much? $

)

No

e. A video game that Paulo has always wanted is
on sale. It costs $15. Should he buy it?

Group work. In groups of 3-4 students pretend
you have earned $200 by doing services like
gardening, walking pets, babysitting, etc. You must
all decide how you will use the $200. Discuss how
much money you will spend, how much you will
save, and how much you will give.

Yes

No
Enter Amount Here
a.

$

b.

$

c.

$

Giving: How much?

d.

$

Where will you donate your money?

e.

$

Total

$

Savings: How much?
What will you save for?
Spending: How much?
What will you buy?

Non-Commercial Licence

No

b. Paulo really wants to download a new album
from his favorite band, La Vagancia. The album
costs $10. Should he buy it?

Listen to the conversation between Paulo and his
mom. Then, label these statements as True (T)
or False (F).
1. Paulo has been helping his aunt
with her garden.

)
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Reading
How do you think you can manage a business?

Seven Keys to Succeed in Business
Essential Steps of Organization
and Management

As we saw before, a business plan should include:
•
•
•
•
•

A business description
A small business market analysis
Organization and management
A service or product
Marketing

1. Planning: Prepare an effective business plan.
2. Organizing: Manage the use of resources
to achieve your goals. For example, prepare
a monthly budget.

Now, we will learn about the organization and
management section.

3. Staffing: Choose the right members
for the business.
4. Leading: Make sure the group members work
towards a common goal.
5. Control: Make sure work distribution is clear.
6. Time Management: Organize members’ schedules
so they do the right thing at the right time.

Freepik

7. Motivation: Show your appreciation for the
good work your team does.
Adapted from: MSG Management Study Guide. (n.d.).
Retrieved from https://bit.ly/35fJMMk

All the members of a business have different
backgrounds, skills, and interests. This is why they
have to work together to achieve the business’s
goals. It is important to manage each member well
so that they feel indispensable to the organization.

Read the texts and answer the following questions
individually.
• Why is organization and management
important in a business?

Organization and management serve to get
the best out of each member. They connect the
employees to each other and give them a sense of
loyalty towards the business. They also encourage
the right use of resources through planning and
control, and give a sense of direction. In this way,
everyone is aware of their roles and responsibilities
in the company or business.

• Why do members of a business need
to work together?

• What are the 7 steps of organization
and management?

Vocabulary

• Which steps do you think are the most
important? Why?

management. the act or skill of controlling and
making decisions about a business, sports team, etc.
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achieve. to reach a goal
indispensable. very important and necessary;
similar to the Spanish word “indispensable”
loyalty. fidelity
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Writing
Do you have the qualities to be a good manager?

A Business Plan: Organization and Management
Tip
Answer the following questions individually.

When you define the roles of each person
in the team, think of your different talents and
abilities. Someone who is good at math can be the
Financial Manager, a creative person can work in
Design, and a very social person can be in charge
of Marketing. Remember that each person can
contribute something unique to the team!

• What do you think the main areas in a business
are? (Marketing, Design, Technology, etc.)

• Do all businesses need the same structure?
Why or why not?

Photo Studio Umbrella

Group work. In your assigned Business Groups,
write an organization and management paragraph
for a business. Then, complete the organizational
chart with your names and roles in the group.

Susan is the Chief Executive Officer of a small
photo studio in Cuenca. She works with six
employees, who are divided into two teams. Raphael
is the leader of the first team. He works as the Art
and Photography Manager. Alicia and Andrés work
with him; they are both photographers. Paola is the
leader of the second team; she is the Commercial
Manager of the business. She works with Joshua
and Jazmín. Joshua is the Marketing Assistant, and
Jazmín is the Financial Assistant. The whole team
has a meeting every week to evaluate the monthly
progress of the business.

Name of your business:

Organizational Chart:

Read the organization and management paragraph
from Photo Studio Umbrella and complete the
organizational chart with the members of the
company and their roles.
Organizational Chart: Photo Studio Umbrella
Susan

Chief Executive Officer

Rafael
Commercial Manager

Vocabulary
photographer. person who takes pictures, especially
as a job
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Marketing
Assistant

evaluate. to judge the value or condition of
someone or something

Alicia

talent. a special skill or ability that someone has
21

Language Through the Arts
Do you like art?

Wikipedia

Pablo Picasso: Guernica

Pablo Picasso was one of the greatest artists
of the 20th century. He is famous for paintings like
Guernica, The Old Guitarist, Les Demoiselles d’Avignon,
and the art style known as Cubism. Pablo Picasso
was born in Málaga, Spain, on October 25th, 1881.
Picasso’s mother was Doña María Picasso y López.
His father was Don José Ruiz Blasco, an art teacher
and painter. Even though he was a poor student,
Picasso displayed a talent for drawing at a very
young age. It is rumored that his first words were
“piz, piz,” his childish attempt at saying lápiz, the
Spanish word for “pencil”.

Look at this painting and describe what you see
in a descriptive paragraph. Use the following
questions to guide you:
• Are there any animals? Are there any people?
• Are they happy or sad?
• What are the main colors in the picture?
Guernica by Pablo Picasso

In groups of three, search for information on what
inspired Pablo Picasso to create this famous
painting. You can go to the library, use the Internet,
or ask your art teacher. Then, share what you find
with your teacher and classmates.

displayed. (past tense of display) to show that you
have a quality, skill, talent etc.
Wikipedia

rumored. to spread information from person
to person without knowing if it is true

22
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Vocabulary

Oral Communication
What is the best gift you ever received?

The Perfect Gift
Grammar Note

In direct speech, we use
quotation marks to repeat
what someone else has said.

Pair work. Discuss the following questions with a partner.
• Have you ever wanted to give someone a gift but didn’t know what
to give them?
• What are the most important things to consider when giving
someone a gift?
• If someone gave you a perfect gift, what would it be?

E.g.: She said, “That’s
a great idea!”
In indirect/reported speech,
we use “to say,” “to tell,”
or other verbs plus “that”
to report what someone
has said.

Freepik

Freepik

E.g.: Emily said that that
was a great idea.

Listen to two friends, Emily and Mark, discuss what gift to give their
other friend, Paola on her birthday. List all the ideas they have: What
do you think the main areas in a business are? (Marketing, Design,
Technology, etc.)
1.

When changing direct
speech into indirect speech,
it’s necessary to change the
verbs’ tense. E.g.:
“I don’t like rock very much.”
(simple present) Paola said
that she didn’t like rock very
much. (simple past)
“I watched that movie last
week” (simple past) / “I have
watched that movie” (present
perfect) Paola said that
she had watched that movie.
(past perfect)

2.
3.
4.

Pair work. With a partner, imagine you want to give a birthday gift
to another classmate. Discuss different options and why your classmate
would like them or not.

“I am trying to eat less fast
food.” (present continuous)
Paola said that she was
trying to eat less fast food.
(past continuous)
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Mark said, “We will give
Paola quinoa cookies.”
(future with “will”) Mark
said they would give Paola
quinoa cookies. (future
with “would”)
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Communication and Cultural Awareness
What invention would help students in your community?

Solar Backpack Brightens Students’ Lives
Interesting Fact

Each Repurpose Schoolbag
has a solar panel that charges
while the children walk to
school under the intense
South African sun. This solar
energy is used to power the
schoolbag’s lantern, so the
kids have a safe light source
to use at night.

Student Thato Kgatlhanye co-founded “Rethaka”, the social startup
behind the Repurpose Schoolbag. This schoolbag is made from upcycled
plastic bags, and it has a solar-powered lantern that allows children to
study when it gets dark.
11.4 million South African students walk to school every day. Many
of them do not have electricity in their homes and they need to use
dangerous kerosene lamps to study after sunset. Kerosene lanterns, and
alternative means of lighting, kill at least 3 million people each year
in the world – mostly children and women. Repurpose Schoolbags
offers students from poor backgrounds an eco-friendly, durable, and
fashionable school bag that also works as a lamp.
As a business, Rethaka has been inspired by these three pillars:

Freepik

1. Achieving entrepreneurial excellence: to be the best in the world
at what you do.
2. Thinking different and circular: to create products with upcycled
or recycled materials, and build sustainable, eco-friendly brands.
3. Serving and empowering others: to help people and the planet.
Source: Taken and Adapted from: Rethaka. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.rethaka.com/

Vocabulary
startup. a new company
that offers a unique product
or service
upcycle. to reuse objects or
material no one wants or uses
to create a product of higher
quality or value

kerosene. a liquid similar
to gasoline
empower. to give power
to someone
Using recycled material (plastic bags), build a schoolbag similar to the
ones the Rethaka company designs for children in South Africa.
24
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Rethaka Group

solar-powered. using
electricity produced by the
energy of the sun’s rays

Oral Communication
Can a lantern change students’ lives?

A Great Business Idea
Grammar Note

• When forming a question,
the subject comes before
the verb and the question
mark disappears.

Match the words with their definition.
Word

plastic
shopping bag
lantern
jar
glass

Definition

light in a transparent protective case

“How did your business
idea begin?” Alfonso asked
Thato how the business
idea began.

an object used as container
a transparent, solid material
a container made of flexible material (plastic)
used to put groceries or objects you buy

• When forming a yes/no
questions with “if”
or “whether.”
“Did you create this idea
alone?” He asked her if/
whether she had created
this idea alone.

Wikipedia

Rethaka Group

• When forming
a wh- questions by
converting them into
a positive sentence.

1. Listen to journalist Alfonso Espinosa de los Monteros interview Thato
Kgatlhanye. Then, mark the following statements as True (T) or False (F).
• Thato created Rethaka alone. 			

T

F

• Rethaka uses recycled plastic bottles to make
the schoolbags.		

T

F

• The schoolbags created by Thato have 		
two functions.

T

F

2. Listen to the interview one more time and answer the question.
• How does the schoolbag’s lantern charge? How do the kids use it
when they get home?

“How does the lantern
work?” He asked her how
the lantern worked.
Watch your pronuntiation!

Homophones are words that
have the exact same sounds
(pronunciation) but different
meanings and (usually)
different spellings.
Examples:
no / know
your / you’re
their / they’re / there
made / maid
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Did you notice these words
in the interview? Listen to
the audio again and circle
the words that Alfonso and
Thato use.
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Reading
What service could you provide to your community?

A Business Plan: Service or Product Marketing
As we saw before, a business plan should include:
•
•
•
•
•

Read the service/product description of Cotopaxi
Mountain Cycle Rentals and complete the
following activities.

A business description
A small business market analysis
Organization and management
A service or product
Marketing

• Imagine you and a friend are visiting Cotopaxi.
You want to rent a bike at Cotopaxi Mountain
Cycle Rentals, and you want to convince your
friend that this is a good option. What are some
of the benefits you can tell them about renting
a bike from this company?

Now, we will learn about the service/product
section and the marketing section.
Service or Product
The service/product section of a business plan
should always describe the services and products the
business provides. Here is an example:

• Your friend accepts to go to Cotopaxi Mountain
Cycle Rentals! Now you and your friend want to
rent a bicycle and a helmet for each of you, for one
day. How much would you have to pay in total?

Cotopaxi Mountain Cycle Rentals
Cotopaxi Mountain Cycle Rentals offers over
15 different bicycle models and complete cycling
equipment for all ages and skill sets. Since most
customers are looking for medium-quality equipment
at bargain prices, we provide brands like Trek,
Shimano, and Giro, which are brands that have
a great reputation as mid-high-level quality products.
These are the rental prices for our
products per day and per week:

Freepik

Bicycle: $30 per day,
$120 per week
Helmet: $6 per day,
$30 per week
Freepik

Marketing

Vocabulary
marketing. activities (like advertisements,
commercials, etc.) that are involved in making
people aware of a company’s products and
their benefits

Who are your customers? How can you set your
business apart from other similar business? What
benefits does your business offer? What problems
does your business solve?

customer. someone who buys a product or service
from a business
bargain. something bought or sold at a low,
affordable price

Source: Taken and adapted from: Haden, J. (2015, April 08). How to Write a Great
Business Plan: Sales and Marketing? Retrieved from https://bit.ly/32pNyAZ
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Marketing helps you connect to customers and
show them how good your product/service is. The
marketing section of a business plan should describe
the marketing strategies you want use. To do so, it is
important to focus on the following questions:

Writing
How would you advertise something for a business?

Describing and Advertising Your Business
Look at this example of a marketing strategy designed by Cotopaxi
Mountain Cycle Rentals:

Wikipedia / Bernard Gagnon

• Advertisements on the road: Most visitors come to Cotopaxi through one
of the main highways and enter the National Park through the official
entrances. By putting advertisements in these places, the company
makes sure people visiting Cotopaxi find out about their business.
• Benefits: The company will partner with local businesses to provide
discounts (for example, any person staying in “El Capulí” hotel
in Latacunga will receive a 10% discount when renting a bike).
• Promotional events: They plan to hold events like demonstrations and
autograph signings with professional cyclists such as Richard Carapaz to
bring more customers to the store.
Now, complete these activities in your assigned Business Groups.
Step 1
Write your product or service description. Include a picture and the price(s).
Description

Freepik

Product / Service

Photo

Price $

Step 2
Propose three marketing strategies for your product/service. Here are
some ideas:
Traditional strategies:
• Flyers and brochures
• Face to face interaction
• Telemarketing

Digital strategies:
• Social media (Facebook,
Instagram, etc.)
• Emails

Non-Commercial Licence

Proposal for Your Marketing Strategy

Vocabulary
flyer. a piece of paper that
has something printed on
it (such as an advertisement
or an announcement) and that
is given to many people
brochure. a small, thin book
or magazine that usually
has many pictures and
information about a product,
a place, etc.

Step 3
Share your product and service description with the rest of your class so
they can give you their opinion. Make any necessary adjustments so you
can continue improving your final Business Plan Project.
27

telemarketing. the activity
of selling goods or services
by calling people

Language Through the Arts
How many sculptures have you seen before?

Fernando Botero:
Colombian Sculptor and Painter

• What are they?
• What material are they made of?
• What is a sculpture? Are there sculptures in your hometown? Where?

Look at these two sculptures. Write three similarities and three
differences between them in this Venn diagram.

Wikipedia / Luis García

Wikipedia / Felipe Restrepo

In groups of three, look at these pictures and discuss the following
questions.

Wikipedia / Culturespaces

The Artist Behind These Sculptures
Fernando Botero was born in Medellín, Colombia, on April 19th,
1932. He attended a matador school (a school where students become
bullfighters) for several years in his youth, and then left the bull ring
to become an artist. Botero’s paintings were first exhibited in 1948,
when he was 16 years old, and he had his first individual show two
years later in Bogotá.

Vocabulary

ring. an area that is used for
shows or contests and is
usually surrounded by ropes
or a fence

• In groups of five students, visit the school library or use the internet
to search Fernando Botero’s biography. Prepare a presentation about
his life and artwork.
• In the same groups, travel through your hometown and collect
pictures or drawings of all the sculptures you can find. If there are
no sculptures in your hometown, visit the nearest city where you can
draw or take pictures of sculptures.
28
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bullfighter. a person who
fights and usually kills a bull for
public entertainment

Oral Communication
Have you ever supported a friend or family member’s business?

Supporting a Startup
Grammar Note

Words expressing nearness
in time or place in direct
speech are generally changed
into words expressing
distance in indirect speech.

Pair work. Discuss the following questions with a partner.
• Do you know any friend or family member that has started a business?
• What are some ways (besides buying the product/service) in which
people can support an entrepreneur?

Martín said, “I have six orders
for today.” He told me he
had 6 orders for that day.

Listen to Julio tell his mom about his friends startup. Then, match the
following sentences with the person who would say them:
Martín

Julio

Julio’s mom

He said, “I have 10 orders for
tomorrow.” He said he had
10 order for the next day.

• “I started a new business selling desserts.”
• “I will take a picture of the tres leches and
put it on my blog.”

Martín said, “I have it here
because it is a leftover from
yesterday.” He said he
had it there because it was a
leftover from the day before.

• “I met with my friend and he gave me
some cake.”
• “He is an amazing cook.”
• “Tres leches is my favorite dessert.”

Tip

Learn the words from
the Vocabulary box before
listening to the dialogue.

Work in groups of three. Pretend you are walking in your neighborhood
when a reporter stops you to ask you 5 questions about your new
business for a TV show about entrepreneurs. Later, you go home and
you tell your mom all the questions the reporter asked you.
Student A: student
Student B: reporter
Student C: mother

Vocabulary

Freepik
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leftover. food that has not
been finished at a meal and
eaten at another time
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dessert. sweet foods like cake
or ice cream eaten after the
main part of a meal

Assessment

Achievement Level - Writing
Individual activity
1

Look at this product and write a product description. Include the price(s).
Description

Freepik

Product / Service

Price $

Achievement Level - Reading
Individual activity

Decide which advertisement (a, b or c) would be the best for each person/family.
1. The Ramírez family
wants to see as much
as they can in Ecuador,
but they only have
two weeks. They want
someone else to make
all the hotel and travel
arrangements.
2. Steven wants to travel
alone around South
America for two months.
He wants to visit as many
countries as possible.
3. Martina spent some time
last summer travelling
around South America by
bus. Now, she wants to
visit a friend she met in
Chile but she doesn’t have
enough money.

a. Special offer on bus tickets
Unlimited travel destinations through 6
South American countries during June,
July, and August for only 450$. Apply at
least one month before travelling.
b. Do you need money? Do you have
experience travelling around South
America?
Responsible young adult required to
look after six teenagers travelling from
Ecuador to Chile by bus. Tickets and
meals paid during the trip.
c. Experience Ecuador in a new way
Visit the most beautiful and interesting
places in Ecuador in only 14 days. Spend
each night in a comfortable hotel with
a swimming pool and enjoy the local
food in a carefully chosen restaurant.
We offer special deals for families and
single travelers.
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2

Are you a good businessperson?

Achievement Level - Speaking
Group activity
3

Pretend you work as a journalist and you have the opportunity to interview
Thato Kgatlhanye, co-founder and CEO of the Rethaka company in South
Africa. When you arrive home, you tell your mom about 3 of the questions
you asked and the answers Thato Kgatlhanye gave you.
Student A: journalist.
Student B: mom.

Freepik

Act out your roles once; then switch roles and do it again.

I’m completing this self-evaluation based on what I learned in the module.
Self-evaluation

I check
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Topics

I do it very well

Use indirect speech to report questions and statements
Identify when two or more words are homophones
Write a product/service description
Write a short marketing strategy
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the box that most applies to me

I do it
somewhat well

I can improve

I can’t do it
without help

Project 2

Business Plan - Part II
In this module, you have been working in your Business
Groups to create a business. Now you are going to put
together the different parts you have written and create
the second part of your business plan.
Step 1

Step 2

Write your organization and management paragraph,
and complete your organizational chart.

a.

ik

ep
Fre

Write your product or service description. Include a
picture and the price(s).
Product / Service

Organization and Management

Description

Name of your business:

Picture

Price $

Organizational Chart:
b.

Propose three typical or non-typical marketing
strategies for your product or service.

Step 3
Now, join your Business Plan Part I (from Project 1)
and Business Plan Part II. Prepare a Business Plan
Fair where all the groups from the class present their
business plans.
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Proposal for a Marketing Strategy

